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As a researcher, consultant, teacher and observer of IA practice for over 20 years, my view is that effective IA practice requires competent experts who possess the following three attributes:

1. A baseline of theoretical knowledge, gained through an initial period of sustained focussed study.

2. The skills, ability to be critically reflective of their own practice and the practice of others, and to adapt their practice to be more effective. Reflective skills are built through critical thinking which periods of academic study enhance.

3. Awareness that expertise is more than just being able to 'talk the talk' - when a new area of practice emerges or evolves, the competent practitioner will need to become a 'novice' again, and find their baseline of new knowledge.
Effective and Proportionate Environmental and Social Impact Assessment

Collaborative Working and Knowledge Co-Creation

Environmental and Social Risk Management – New Frontiers of Decision Making

The Digital Transformation: Towards Intelligent Impact Assessment

Research Methods and Dissertation

MSc Environmental Impact Assessment and Management at Oxford Brookes University – four core modules reflecting current practice in the profession

https://www.brookes.ac.uk/courses/postgraduate/environmental-impact-assessment-and-management
Let’s continue the conversation!
Post questions and comments in the IAIA24 app.
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